SELECT DESIRED FINISH:

☑️ NATURAL:
  ☐ CERAMIC: UNGLAZED NATURAL BISQUE WITH PATINA DISCLOSURE
  ☐ FIBERGLASS: INDUSTRIAL FIBERGLASS MEDIA (ANY COLOR)

OUR HIGH QUALITY FIBERGLASS PRODUCTS ARE ENGINEERED TO WITHSTAND FREEZING CLIMATE CONDITIONS. HIGH QUALITY URETHANE COLORS MAY BE ORDERED FROM OUR STOCK COLOR CHART OR AN OPTIONAL PANTONE COLOR! PLEASE SPECIFY WHEN ORDERING.

UNGLAZED BISQUE WILL ACQUIRE A NATURAL PATINA WHICH BECOMES INCREASINGLY HANDSOME WITH AGE.

ILLUSTRATED DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE INCHES. FOR OUTDOOR USE, A DRAIN HOLE MAY BE DRILLED TO MAINTAIN PROPER DRAINAGE ($5 OPTION BY REQUEST). CERAMIC CONTAINERS SHOULD NEVER BE SUBJECT TO FREEZING WATER TEMPERATURES.

NOTES:
1. INSTALLATION TO BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER’S SPECIFICATIONS.
2. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE CONSIDERED TRUE AND REFLECT MANUFACTURER’S SPECIFICATIONS.
3. DO NOT SCALE DRAWING.
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